Linguistic Ontologies
Interface Model and Domain Model for Russian word classes and morphology
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Accordingly, tags in different domain models can be retrieved from the same
expression over interface model concepts. Classes and properties of the interface
model thus present a unified access to terminologically heterogeneous
resources.
This basic architecture is formalized in separate OWL files, that is, interface
model, domain models and the linking between are stored in individual files.
The application of multiple, linked ontologies leads to a flexible, modular, and thus
scalable structure which allows the integration of additional ontological resources
(e.g. GOLD, OntoTag, DOLCE, SUMO) and the adaption towards specific needs
of a user.

Attempts towards the terminological integration of linguistic resources, however, have been made since the 1990s. As such,
the EAGLES recommendations for morpho-syntax (Leech and Wilson 1996) aimed to overcome the terminological
heterogeneity of different tag sets applied to European languages by the introduction of a minimal standard inventory of
linguistic categories and features. This standardization approach, as his successors (Erjavec 2004, Meyers 2006), has crucial
CollectiveCardinal
disadvantages. As long as it operates
by means of an equation of terminological
concepts, i.e. a 1-to-1-mapping between
Numeral
IndefiniteCardinal
standard and standard-conformant tag sets, it will result in a projection of
complexity both from the tag sets to the standard
Numeral
Verb
(the standard has to include specifics of a certain family of languages in order to express their commonalities), and from the
standard to the tag sets (a standard-conformant tag setDemonstrativeCardinal
has to implement the standard, regardless of the grammar of the
language).
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Similar to this application-specific ontology, other domain models for different
annotation schemes, different languages and different purposes can be
formalized. As a generalization over these task-, language- or project-specific
domain models, an interface model has been developed which represents a
general terminological reference. In the interface model, a minimal inventory of
linguistic terminology applied in different annotation projects is formalized. It thus
serves as a common terminological reference point.

This reference function is formalized by the linking between interface models and
domain model. More concrete, any domain model class, and any property are
specified as sub-classes and sub-properties of domain model classes and domain
model properties.

NonderivedAdverb

The ontology-based approach towards the terminological integration arose in the context of the project “Sustainability of
linguistic resources”, a collaborative project of three German research centres, SFB 441 “Linguistic Data Structures”,
Tübingen, SFB 538 “Multilingualism”, Hamburg, and SFB 632 “Information
Structure”, Potsdam/Berlin (Dipper et al. 2006).
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The projects aims to build a sustainability archive for the resources of the participating research centres, and to develop
general solutions for sustainable data creation, maintenance, and usability. The development of an ontology in order to
integrate the terminology applied in different annotation standards guarantees a consistent documentation of annotations, but
moreover, it is an important contribution to the development of a tagset-neutral and theory-independent querying interface
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which allows the access to resources even to people not familiar with certain tag sets applied. Accordingly, ontology-based
querying reduces the bias for non-specialists to access the assembled data.
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Crucial problems hindering exchange and re-usability of linguistic resources are
differences in theoretical assumption guiding the design of annotation schemes,
PersReflPronoun
the annotation process itself
and the interpretation of linguistic annotations. Here,
InterrogativePronoun
a fragment of an ontology-based proposal to the terminological integration and
IndefinitePronoun
access to terminologically heterogeneous resources is illustrated for the case of
RelativePronoun
the Uppsala tag set, an annotation scheme for parts of speech and morphology for
Russian.
The Uppsala tag set is formalized as an ontology, the so-calledReflexivePronoun
domain model.
ReciprocalPronoun
Conceptual classes (word classes) and grammatical features (morphological
information) are rendered as ontological classes and properties. The tags
specified by the tag set are instances of these classes. As an example, the tag
PersonalPronoun
substantiv_fem_pl_dat_unb is analysed with greater level of detail.
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As opposed to this, the application of ontologies allows for a more detaillled and scalable management of linguistic
terminology. An ontology is a formalization of conceptional structures by means of hierarchically related concepts and
relations (properties) between them. Whereas the EAGLES recommendations resulted in a plain list of terms, an ontology
allows for the concrete specification of definitions. Furthermore, an ontology-based reference differs from a standardization
approach in that is does not dictate a certain degree of granularity a standard-conformant tag set has to represent. Instead, it
supports a natural handling of underspecification. Thus, as compared to a standardization solution, an ontology-based
approach enhances both explicitness and scalability.
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The interface model developed here is partly a formalization of the EAGLES recommendations (cf. de Cea et al. 2004 for a
similar approach). However, it is intended to cover non-European languages (Tibetan, Haussa, Austronesian, etc.) as well,
and thus, another important inspiration was the General Ontology of Linguistic Description (GOLD) developed by the E-MELD
FiniteVerb
project (Farrar and Langendoen 2003). However, the interface model developed here does not attempt to replace these
existing solutions. Instead, the flexible architecture allows to integrate these or other ontological resources into the system by
specifying a linking between interface model and such external reference ontologies. Thus, the main benefit of the interface
FiniteVerbPresent
model is not that it represents a formalization of linguistic terminology in general, but that it provides a mechanism for the
unified handling of its specific domain models, both for querying and the linking with external upper models.
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